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Q1. Specialised program(s) designed to allow particular input or output device(s) to communicate 

with the rest of the computer system is called  _______. 

(a) Computer

(b) Device drivers

(c) Interpreters

(d) Operating system

(e) ROM

Q2. The Internet is a system of ______. 

(a) Bugs

(b) Interconnected networks

(c) System software

(d) Operating systems

(e) I/O Devices

Q3. Setting fonts for the text in your document is an example of: 

(a) Formatting

(b) Formulas

(c) Tracking changes

(d) Tools

(e) None of the above

Q4. What is Window Explorer? 

(a) Personal Computer

(b) Network

(c) Drive

(d) File Manager

(e) Web browser



Q5. What does JAR stand for? 

(a) JQuerry Application Rapid-development 

(b) Java Application Resolution 

(c) Java Archive  

(d) JQuerry Application Resolution 

(e) None of the above 

 

Q6. Which among the following type of computers is also known informally as Number crunchier?    

(a) Mini computer  

(b) Super computer  

(c) Micro computer  

(d) Mainframe computer  

(e) None of these  

 

Q7. Which among the following organisation developed a SAGA-220 super computer in 2011? 

(a) ISRO 

(b) NASA 

(c) C-DAC 

(d) BARC 

(e) None of these  

 

Q8. In MS-DOS 6.22, which part identifies the product uniquely? 

(a) MS 

(b) DOS 

(c) Ms - DOS 

(d) 6.22 

(e) None of these  

 

Q9. Copy and X Copy are same in the sense __________.  

(a) Both are internal command of DOS 

(b) Both are external commands of DOS 
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(c) Both can be used to copy file or group of files  

(d) Both a and b  

(e) None of these  

 

Q10. Which of the following are valid minimum & maximum zoom sizes in MS word?   

(a) 0,100  

(b) 0,1000 

(c) 10,500 

(d) 10,100 

(e) None of these  

 

Q11. Each time you turn on your computer, it will check on the control file  

(a) Cammand.com, io.sys, msdos.sys  

(b) Command.com. io.sys  

(c) Command.com, date.com, dir.com  

(d) Chkdsk.exe 

(e) None of these  

 

Q12. Which among the following options specifies this action: Holding the mouse button down while 

moving an object of text? 

(a) moving 

(b) dragging 

(c) saving 

(d) highlighting 

(e) None of these 

 

Q13. Name the program a personal computer's microprocessor uses to get the computer system 

started after you turn it on. 

(a) BIOS  

(b) VAIO 

(c) I/O 

(d) AVG 
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(e) VMware 

 

Q14. Which among the following options is the line that describes the contents of the message while 

sending an e-mail? 

(a) BCC  

(b) to 

(c) subject 

(d) cc 

(e) None of these 

 

Q15. Which of the following menu types is also called a drop-down menu? 

(a) fly-but  

(b) cascading 

(c) pop-down  

(d) pull-down 

(e) go-up 

 

ANSWERS 

 

S1. Ans.(b)  

Sol.  A device driver is a program that controls a particular type of device that is attached to your 

computer. There are device drivers for printers, displays, CD-ROM readers, diskette drives, and so 

on. When you buy an operating system, many device drivers are built into the product. 

 

S2. Ans.(b) 

Sol. The Internet is the global system of interconnected computer networks that use the Internet 

protocol suite (TCP/IP) to link billions of devices worldwide. 

 

S3. Ans.(a) 

Sol. Formatting refers to changing font, font-size, indentation, appearance of the text. 

 

S4. Ans.(d) 
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Sol. Windows Explorer displays the hierarchical structure of files, folders, and drives on your 

computer. 

 

S5. Ans.(c) 

Sol. In software, JAR (Java Archive) is a package file format typically used to aggregate many Java 

class files and associated metadata and resources (text, images, etc.) into one file to distribute 

application software or libraries on the Java platform. 

 

S6. Ans.(b) 

Sol. Super Computers are also known as number crunchers. A super computer's dominant 

characteristic is its ability to perform large amounts of numerical computations quickly. 

 

S7. Ans.(a) 

Sol. SAGA-220 is a supercomputer built by the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO).  

 

S8. Ans. (d) 

Sol. 6.22 specifies its version. 

 

S9. Ans. (c) 

Sol. Copy and X Copy both can be used to copy file or group of files. 

 

S10. Ans. (c) 

Sol. 10 and 500 are valid minimum & maximum zoom sizes in MS word. 

 

S11. Ans. (a) 

Sol. In the PC bootup sequence, the first sector of the boot disk is loaded into memory and executed. 

If this is the DOS boot sector, it loads the first three sectors of IO.SYS into memory and transfers 

control to it. IO.SYS then: loads the rest of itself into memory-initializes each default device driver -

loads the DOS kernel and calls its initialization routine. The kernel is stored in MSDOS.SYS- processes 

the MSDOS.SYS- processes the CONFIG.SYS file- loads COMMAND.COM- displays the bootsplash in 

Windows 

 

 

S12. Ans.(b) 
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Sol.  Dragging is the gesture of Holding the mouse button down while moving an object of text or 

image or any file or its part. 

 

S13. Ans.(a) 

Sol.  BIOS (basic input/output system) is the program a personal computer's microprocessor uses to 

get the computer system started after you turn it on. It also manages data flow between the 

computer's operating system and attached devices such as the hard disk, video adapter, keyboard, 

mouse and printer. 

 

S14. Ans.(c) 

Sol. Subject line in short describes content of an e-mail. 

 

S15. Ans.(d) 

Sol. Drop Down menu is also called drop down list or pull down list. 

 

 

Memory Based Questions Computer Knowledge 

 

1. GB is equal to how many bytes? 230 

2. How many bytes long is an IP address? 16 bytes 

3. How many combinations are possible with 4 bits/nibble? 16 

4. Which of the following keys works as a shortcut for Redo in MS Word? Ctrl+X, Ctrl+Y, Ctrl+Z, 

Ctrl+R, None of the above? Ctrl +Y 

5. What is the shortcut for Find and Replace in MS Word? Ctrl + H 

6. What is the shortcut to delete a word to the left of cursor? Ctrl + Backspace 

7. Which MS word tool is used for quickly accessing features? Ribbon 

8. In a flowchart, a decision making process is represented by? Diamond 

9. In a flowchart, start and end points are represented as? Circles 

10. What language consists of 0s and 1s? Machine Language 

11. One question on Cloud Computing (options included Hybrid Cloud)? 

12. What technology used in banking? MICR 

13. Which is NOT non-volatile? RAM 

14. Which fact is true about Bus Topology? It requires less cable length 

15. Process of hiding details in computing? Encapsulation 

16. One question on programming for which answer is Object oriented Programming 

17. One question on Class 

18. What is the full form XML? Extensible Markup Language 

19. What is used to retrieve search information? Web Browser 
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Memory Based Questions – General Awareness  

 

1. A money in bank account is treated as Unclaimed money deposit after ___ years? 10 years 

2. Bajranj Punia is related to ? Wrestling 

3. Zero Effect Zero Defect Scheme related to? MSME 

4. Largest network of shared ATMs in India? National Financial Switch(NFS) 

5. World Ayurveda Day? Kolkata 

6. Headquarter of which of the bank is not in Karnataka? 

7. State bank buddy is a type of __ wallet? Semi Closed 

8. Question related to headging? 

9. What does P stands for in CNP?  Card Not Present 

10. Question related to BSBDA account. Which of the following is not true. 

11. SimSePay of which bank? Yes Bank 

12. TReDS related to ? MSME 

13. Sathyamangalam Wildlife Sanctuary?  TN 

14. Law related to DISHONORNING OF CHEQUE in section 138. 

15. Cho Ramaswamy ? Actor 

16. India International Science Festival 2016? New Delhi 

17. Govt has made payment about what amount in govt transaction as e-payment mandatory? 

Rs 5000 

18. Question related to NPCI 

19. Baglihar Hydroelectric power plant ? J&K 

20. Maximum loan under Standup India? Rs 1 crore 

21. Based on MSF =? Repo +0.50 

22. World Robot Olympiad? India 

23. Based on MCLR. 

24. Times person of the year ?  Donald Trump 

25. Who owns the maximum share in nationalized bank after GIO? RBI 

26. Whom does the bank report the counterfeit notes ? 

27. Naira is a currency of? Nigeria 

28. Maximum limit of Shishu ? Rs 50000 

29. Book titled The legend of laxmi Prasad written by? Twinkle Khanna 

30. Theme of APEC summit – Quality Growth and Human Development 

31. Belgrade is the capital of?? Serbia 

32. Indra navy exercise with?? Russia 

33. Quoting pan card no mandatory for transactions above ___ ? Rs 50000 

34. Headquarter of deutsche bank? Frankfurt, Germany 

35. Jolly Grant Airport? Dehradun, Uttarakhand 

36. International Development Association headquarters? Washington, D.C., United States. 

37. Australian Grand Prix 2016 Winner? Nico Rosberg 
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